Answer all questions:

- Calculators are allowed
- Total 50 marks and 75 minutes
- [n] represents mark
- {m} represents approximate time you may want to spend.

Please note these are the topics on which you may expect questions. About 50% of the questions will be extension to the material that we have seen in class. That is, questions will explore your thoughts on how a particular scheme (algorithm) be extended to resolve certain scenario or how a particular architecture could accommodate more features than current capabilities etc.

---

Any ONE of the following two

1. [5]{5} Define Grid in your words? (real question)
2. [5]{5} Compare and Contrast Cluster with a Grid (real question)

Any ONE of the following two

3. [10]{10} About Grid focus areas and extension.
4. [10] {10} Cloud simulators, Cloud deployment models, Canadian Cloud

---

[10]{10} Answer any TWO of the following four questions
All four questions are material on Cloud that we have seen in class

6. [5]{5}:
7. [5]{5}:
8. [5]{5}:
9. [5]{5}:

10. [10]{10} A corporate scenario introduced/provided in the exam paper. Question is to see how this given scenario be resolved under the given constraints.
11. [10]{15} One general question on your responsibilities as a Cloud Manager.